Introduction
This document provides test vectors for the HMAC-SHA-224, HMAC-SHA-256, HMAC-SHA384, and HMAC-SHA-512 message authentication schemes. It also provides ASN.1 object identifiers and URIs to identify use of these schemes in protocols using ASN.1 constructs (such as those built on S/MIME [4]) or protocols based on XML constructs (such as those leveraging XML Digital Signatures [5] ).
HMAC-SHA-224 is the realization of the HMAC message authentication code [1] using the SHA-224 hash function, HMAC-SHA-256 is the realization of the HMAC message authentication code using the SHA-256 hash function, HMAC-SHA-384 is the realization of the HMAC message authentication code using the SHA-384 hash function, and HMAC-SHA-512 is the realization of the HMAC message authentication code using the SHA-512 hash function. SHA-224, SHA-256, SHA-384, and SHA-512 are all described in [2] .
Conventions used in this document
The key word "SHOULD" in this document is to be interpreted as described in RFC 2119 [3] . As usual, when used in the context of [5] , the <ds:HMACOutputLength> element may specify the truncated length of the scheme output.
Test vectors

Introduction
The test vectors in this document have been cross-verified by three independent implementations. An implementation that concurs with the results provided in this document should be interoperable with other similar implementations.
Keys, data and digests are provided in hex.
4. 54686973206973206120746573742075 ("This is a test u") 73696e672061206c6172676572207468 ("sing a larger th") 616e20626c6f636b2d73697a65206b65 ("an block-size ke") 7920616e642061206c61726765722074 ("y and a larger t") 68616e20626c6f636b2d73697a652064 ("han block-size d") 6174612e20546865206b6579206e6565 ("ata. The key nee") 647320746f2062652068617368656420 ("ds to be hashed ") 6265666f7265206265696e6720757365 ("before being use") 
Security Considerations
This document is intended to provide the identifications and test vectors for the four identified message authentication code schemes to the Internet community. No assertion of the security of these message authentication code schemes for any particular use is intended. The reader is referred to [1] for a discussion of the general security of the HMAC construction. 
